F L O R I D A G U L F C O A S T U N I V E R S I T Y
C O L L E G E O F A R T S A N D S C I E N C E S
“There is no better foundation for
success – by any measure – than a
liberal arts education. Creativity,
flexibility and reason allow us to
shape the future.”

– Gene & Lee Seidler

REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES FUNDED BY THE

SEIDLER GIFT
2019-20

“Beauty Pulling Me” by Laura Whalen, from FGCU’s Student Juried Exhibition

Following is a description of programs and activities funded by
the Seidler Fund during the 2019-20 academic year.
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INTRODUCTION

he 2019-20 academic year started out more or less like
a ny other year, but certainly did not end that way. In
February 2020, FGCU administration was beginning
to express concern about travel to other countries
because of increasingly alarming reports about a new viral
infection that had begun to spread in Asia, but by February had
secured a foothold in Europe, and was beginning to show up in
the U.S. On March 4, the Bower School of Music Chamber Choir
was recalled four days early from their Italy trip; choir members
and faculty chaperones were the first members of the FGCU
community to experience the self-isolation mandate that soon
became commonplace. On March 11, all university classes were
suspended for the rest of the week; on Monday, March 16, FGCU
began conducting all Spring classes in remote formats. This
continued through Summer 2020. Only a handful of individual
study classes were allowed to take place in person, and severe
restrictions were placed on how they could be conducted. All
university-related travel was canceled, and all extra- or cocurricular events were either held online or canceled altogether.
These events had a severe impact on Seidler-funded activities
during the spring and summer of 2020. Many activities had to be
canceled, postponed or moved online. Although the Seidler summer
fellowships continued, the scope of activity – especially activity
related to conference presentations – was reduced considerably.
Many of the most important spring activities PAGES had planned
were scaled back, and reformulated to be held online. A planned
study away trip by a group of theatre students had to be canceled. In
the description of programs and activities below, those that had to be
modified or rearranged due to COVID-19 restrictions are noted.

STUDENT/FACULTY UNDERGRADUATE
COLLABORATIVE SCHOLARLY
FELLOWSHIPS

C

ollaborative scholarly work among students and
faculty during the summer is supported by these
fellowships. In many cases, these represent longterm ongoing work, but other projects are new and
designed to be completed during the term of the fellowship.
The selection process began with a call for proposals sent out in
December. In all, 19 proposals were submitted by the February
deadline. A six-member selection committee reviewed the
proposals and ranked them using a defined rubric. From these,
15 were selected for funding. The descriptions of each are
included below (listed alphabetically by the faculty mentor’s last
name), including the 15 faculty and 21 student participants. Of
the funded projects, 11 were in STEM fields, 2 were in the arts
and humanities, and 2 were in the social sciences.
Note: The number of proposals was down significantly from the
prior year; it is unclear how much of this decrease was due to
anxieties over COVID. Although the university had not yet made
any changes to operations by the proposal deadline, there were
already some outbreaks in the U.S. and planned study-away trips
were being heavily scrutinized by late February.
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} Project: The Distribution of Emerging Contaminants in
Surface Sediments in Southwest Florida
Faculty Mentor: Puspa Adhikari, Department of Marine and
Earth Sciences
Student: Trinity Allan
Description: The goal of this research is to detect the distribution
and abundance of emerging contaminants along the coastline in
the Southwest Florida through the analysis of surface sediments.
} Project: A Comparison of Piano Pedagogical Methods in
Cuba and the United States, and an Investigation into Unknown
Classical Cuban Music
Faculty Mentor: Michael Baron, Bower School of Music & the Arts
Student: Melissa Sanchez, Sandra Escribano
Description: The intent of this project is to compare and
contrast current pedagogical methods from the United States
with those taught in Cuba, and to research little-known classical
solo piano works and works for violin and piano from Cuba,
which will lead to a lecture recital.
} Project: Elimination of Trace Metallic Impurities in Drug Synthesis
Faculty Mentor: Alejandro Bugarin, Department of Chemistry
and Physics
Student: Abby Lewis
Description: The overall aim of this program is to demonstrate
that we can synthesize important organic molecules commercially
utilized as drugs, without use of metal catalysts, in a more efficient
and environmentally favorable manner than presently available.

} Project: An Open Library for Animation and Motion Studies in
Undergraduate Digital Media Education
Faculty Mentor: Rama Hoetzlein, Bower School of Music & the Arts
Student: Angela Humphrey, Joseph Adams
Description: This proposal introduces a new, open library of
captured motions to support two goals. First, a library of motions
provides a workflow for students within digital media design
to explore 3D character animation in their undergraduate
education, and second, a motion library will enable future crossdisciplinary collaborations in behavior and motion studies.
} Project: Searching for Lepton Interacting Dark Matter Signals
in the Future Circular Collider
Faculty Mentor: Jeffrey Hutchinson, Department of Chemistry
and Physics
Student: Noah Boyar
Description: This project will contribute to the search for dark
matter by examining the discovery potential of a set of dark
matter models called Leptophilic Effective WIMPs. It expands
the scope of a research program examining dark matter signals
at particle colliders into a particular set of dark matter models
and colliders that have not yet been explored in depth.
} Project: Modeling Partially Random Walks on Graphs
Faculty Mentor: Erik Insko, Department of Mathematics
Student: Viktoriya Bardenova, Vincent Ciarcia
Description: The primary goals of this project are to create
computer models for several biological scenarios, and to
answer many of the interesting mathematical questions about
probabilities and expected encounter times that arise from these
models using the theory of Markov chains.

} Project: Medicinal Drug Synthesis Using Green Chemistry
(“Medigreen”)
Faculty Mentor: Daniel Lambrecht, Department of Chemistry
and Physics
Student: Grace Anderson, Ieda Andrade
Description: This project aims to enable the green synthesis of
important medicinal drugs by utilizing “green solvents” that are
non-toxic and safe for humans and the environment.
} Project: Sex and Drugs at FGCU: An Exploration of Gen Z at a
Florida Southwestern University
Faculty Mentor: Jan-Martijn Meij, Department of Social Sciences
Student: Nathen Garcia
Description: Over the past five years a survey was conducted
asking undergraduate students at FGCU about their positive
and negative experiences with sex and drugs. This survey has
culminated in more than 1,200 responses on more than 90
questions. The project for the summer is primarily focused on
data analysis and the creation of a manuscript for dissemination.
} Project: What Constitutes Consent and Who Reports?
Understanding FGCU Students’ Perceptions of Nonconsensual
Sexual Contact
Faculty Mentor: Amy Miller, Department of Social Sciences
Student: Frances Elmore
Description: Over the past five years a survey was conducted
asking undergraduate students at FGCU about their positive
and negative experiences with sex and drugs. This survey
has culminated in more than 1,200 responses on more than
90 questions. Analyzing this data will provide answers to the
prevalence of nonconsensual sexual contact among students
at FGCU.
} Project: The Antifungal Properties of Short Cytokine Mimetic
and Cationic Peptides
Faculty Mentor: Mustafa Mujtaba, Department of Biological
Sciences
Student: Danielle Fletcher-Williams
Description: This study is a collaborative effort between faculty
and student researchers that will examine the antifungal
properties of peptide designed to mimic cationic peptides and
other antifungal proteins.
} Project: Protected Yet Highly Active Palladium Catalysts:
Design, and Providing Collaborative Cancer Research in the
Undergraduate Lab Curriculum
Faculty Mentor: Daniel Paull, Department of Chemistry and Physics
Student: Jenni Burrell
Description: This project aims to design structural elements
into our lab’s proprietary palladium-based catalysts that enable
greener reaction conditions for carbon bond formation and
improved recovery and recyclability of the catalysts themselves;
and to apply the catalysts to an optimized synthesis of resveratrol
analogues to enable advanced, collaborative cancer research in
the Organic and Cell Biology lab curriculum.

} Project: Scaling up of a Bench-Top Microbrewery to a Half
Barrel Professional System
Faculty Mentor: John Reilly, Department of Chemistry and
Physics
Student: Zach Hutcherson, Ben Siegel, Drew Brady
Description: The scope of this project is to develop and
implement an industrial scale brewing process on campus.
Students will not only learn what it takes to make a viable
chemical process, but also will build a brewing and fermentation
curriculum that can be utilized on campus by students and
faculty across all disciplines.
} Project: Mitigating Toxic Cyanobacterial Blooms using
Amino Acids
Faculty Mentor: Hidetoshi Urakawa, Department of Ecology and
Environmental Studies
Student: Julia Davis, Elizabeth Dahedl
Description: The successful completion of this Seidler project
will produce two transformative outcomes: 1) Understanding
of the synergetic effect of amino acid and hydrogen peroxide
treatments and 2) Optimization and evaluation of harmful algal
bloom control using amino acids.
} Project: Ionic Liquids: A Key to Minimize Sulfur Oxides (Sox)
Emissions and Creating Sustainable Environment
Faculty Mentor: Durgesh Wagle, Department of Chemistry
and Physics
Student: Mary Richardson
Description: This project is based on energy efficient liquidliquid extraction of sulfur-based compounds from fossil fuels
(petroleum) by using ionic liquids (molten salts). The Seidler
fellowship will provide a crucial support for synthesis and
development of novel class ionic liquids (ILs) to increase the
efficiency of extraction.
} Project: Search for Coincident Events Between NASA’s ASIM
Mission and GRT-WF/JAEA Gamma-ray Detector
Faculty Mentor: Ken Watanabe, Department of Chemistry and Physics
Student: Martin Marks
Description: This project will compare Transient Luminous
Emissions (TLE) images from ground-based telescopic data with
Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes (TGF) from the JAEA Gamma-ray
detector data, and with data obtained from the AtmosphereSpace Interactions Monitor (ASIM) to find coincidental events
and better understand the causes of TGFs.
Research on all these projects was/is being carried out under the
restraints imposed by COVID safety requirements, so much of the
work has been carried out at a slower pace or delayed. Some of
the intended conference presentations are either postponed or
done in a virtual format.
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THE HUMANITIES INITIATIVE (PAGES)

P

AGES (Professional Development and Networking,
Academic Achievement, Global Sophistication, Engaged
Living, and Skills Development) is a career readiness
program designed especially for humanities and social
science students. Built on the conviction that a liberal arts
education provides the tools needed for professional success in
many fields, PAGES is committed to helping students in these
majors find answers to the question “What are you going to do
with that?” The Seidler gift allows PAGES to provide opportunities
and resources that help students fulfill the professional potential
of a liberal arts education.

Supporting Students
through Uncertain Times

The Covid 19 pandemic has placed a big question mark on
students’ career plans. Like everyone in higher education,
PAGES had to respond to the crisis – putting some events on
hold and pivoting to find creative alternatives. FGCU’s closure
led us to cancel our planned Spring Career Week events,
and travel restrictions forced all but one PAGES Travel Award
recipient to postpone study abroad. But PAGES’ response is
leading us in some exciting new directions.
• PAGES Internship Awards – With a flood of students seeking
internship experiences in a changing online workplace, we
launched the PAGES Summer Internship Award to support
students doing uncompensated professional internships. We’re
off to a great start with four awards so far, and more applications
pending for late summer.
• Online Programming – Knowing that we’re coming back to
a new kind of university in the fall, PAGES is adapting some of
our events for online and hybrid formats. We’re creating a set of
career education videos for classroom use. Classroom modules
are also being created – we’ve already shared PAGES’ successful
Career Fair Scavenger Hunt with faculty as a class activity.
• New Partners & Programs – The PAGES team got an early
start planning new programs to launch next year, including an
exciting new skills badging pilot.

Career Exploration for Students

PAGES’ core mission is to prepare students to pursue the wide
range of good career options available to liberal arts graduates.
This year, we expanded our career exploration programming to
new audiences and topics.
• Workshops – Workshops make up half of PAGES’ weekly
programming: Some – like Career Impact & Meaning or Personal
Branding – focused on career management. Other workshops—
such as the Mock Interview or Career Fair Workshops – introduced
students to specific career skills. Our Entrepreneurship Workshop
was a real highlight, bringing back FGCU alumni entrepreneurs to
discuss the process of going into business.
• Coffee & Careers – We launched C&C to bring students and
employers together for discussion and networking. This year
we expanded Coffee & Careers to include both corporate
employers like Enterprise, Northwestern Mutual or Scottlynn
USA, and local employers like Soukup Marketing, Palm City
Brewing, and Yoga Bird Studios.
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• New Audiences – Weekly programming can only reach a
subset of students. PAGES brought presentations and workshops
on liberal arts career diversity to more than 25 FGCU classrooms
this year, reaching hundreds of students. PAGES also expanded
its social media outreach, building our Instagram, Facebook and
LinkedIn audiences.

Training Faculty

Faculty are students’ first stop for advice, but we can sometimes
be at a loss when advising students about the diversity of real
world career paths – after all, we’re the ones who stayed in
school. PAGES’ innovative new Liberal Arts Career Champions
(LACC) program helps faculty bring career perspectives into CAS
courses and majors. Faculty in the LACC cohort:
• Read current research on the future of work, liberal arts career
pathways, and the link between careers and transferable skills
• Learn strategies for discussing career goals and options with
students
• Meet employers hiring liberal arts grads, through a guided
career fair tour
• Create a career event or classroom unit for students in each
faculty member’s home program. Psychology, English, History &
Poli Sci were impacted this year.

Coming Soon in PAGES

The FGCU PAGES Program is always adapting – we are
already hard at work on next year. In addition to continuing
our successful weekly programs and faculty cohort, we will be
creating a social media campaign to deliver high quality career
content to our online audience, and developing career materials
for the classroom. We plan to expand our student aid for study
abroad and internships to impact more students.
PAGES is very excited to be piloting a new skill badging project
next year. We will link existing events and add some new ones
to create pathways to assess core skills like critical thinking and
communication, and issue badges that help students name and
claim their liberal arts skills as they apply for jobs. This pilot will
become a model for the rest of the university.
PAGES has become an innovator in career exploration for liberal
arts students. With the generous support of the Seidler family,
we are growing to serve more students with direct aid and
impactful programs.

THE OPPORTUNISTIC INVESTMENT FUND: GLOBAL LEARNING INITIATIVE

T

he College of Arts and Sciences has established a goal
of enhancing global learning opportunities among
our students, faculty and staff and to share, whenever
possible, outreach opportunities with the community. A
set of events was organized by faculty members of the Spanish,
French, and German programs and consisted of the following
categories:
• Guest speakers
• On-campus cultural events
• Local field trips

} Objectives and Benefits:

The purpose of the program is to organize events that would
target FGCU and international students, as well as members of
the community with the purpose of:

EVENT

DATE

Foreign Language and Culture Day. . . . . . . . September
16, 2019
Planting the Seeds of the Future: . . . . . . . . . October 16,
The Coalition of Immokalee Workers
2019
Venezuela: A Conversation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . October 21,
with Students
2019
Euro Dance Party. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . December 6,
2019
Serenade for Haiti. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . January 24,
2020
Virtual Hike for Haiti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . April and
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 2020

• Strengthening the bond between FGCU and the community.
• Engaging students in experiential learning.
• Facilitating students’ intercultural awareness.
• Bolstering students’ global competency.
• Facilitating and improving international students’ experience
at FGCU.
• Creating new alliances with cultural organizations inside and
outside FGCU.
• Promoting FGCU language programs.
• Increasing FGCU’s visibility in Southwest Florida.
This is a summary of the events and other activities done by
the faculty members in the Foreign Languages Division of the
Department of Language and Literature during the academic
year 2019-20. The events described here were organized with
the main purpose of bringing together students, staff, faculty,
and members of the Southwest Florida community.

Global Connections:

The purpose of this initiative is to develop cultural and
educational events for FGCU students and members of the
community. The Global Connections plan was developed during
the Academic Year 2017-2018, and since then many events
have taken place on campus in which students have been
exposed to opportunities to learn about other cultures and their
own. The events were organized by faculty members of the
Spanish, French, and German programs and could include guest
speakers, on-campus cultural events and local field trips.

Funding:

During the summer semester 2020, a proposal for the renewal
of the Global Initiatives Funds (Seidler Funds) for the academic
year 2019-2020 was submitted. The amount requested was
$3,000, which was approved by Dr. Robert Gregerson, Dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences at the time, and subsequently
by Dr. Chuck Lindsey. The funds approved were used by faculty
members to organize cultural events for specific language
programs or in collaboration with other FGCU departments/
programs.

A. FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE DAY

This was an event directed at students to teach them about
foreign languages (specifically French, German, and Spanish),
the cultures behind them, and their importance in our everyday
life. Activities were done using specific pedagogical tools.

} Objectives and benefits:
The objectives of this event (listed below) were successfully
achieved:
1. To encourage students, faculty, staff and community members
to consider the possibility of learning a new foreign language
(and gain its benefits).
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OPPORTUNISTIC INVESTMENT FUND continued
FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE DAY continued
2. To encourage diversity and inclusion by getting together staff,
faculty, community members, U.S. students and international
students.
3. To support the FGCU mission statement by:
• embracing diversity to encourage the development of civic
responsibility and to prepare “students for a successful life as
responsible, productive and engaged citizens.”
• experiencing how FGCU faculty teach foreign languages
with “innovative, student-centered teaching and learning” and
cultivating “habits of lifelong learning and the discovery of
new knowledge.”
4. To support one of the competencies of general education:
the intercultural knowledge (“Understanding our own and
others’ diverse ways of interpreting and engaging with the
world is essential for success in a global society.”). Throughout
the evening, participants learned about human diversity (e.g.,
cultural, social, historical, political, biological)” and “Analyze[d]
cultural artifacts or customs of expression (e.g., thoughts,
behaviors) that emerge in diverse contexts.”

} Activities:
All activities required the active participation of the event
attendees. Learning was done through manipulation of
the information (80% of learning is done through doing –
information from Lucas Center)].
1. Meet-and-greet in the 3 languages: to show the challenges
of learning a foreign language (building empathy for foreign
language learners) and to see how effective communication is
taught in FGCU classes from the beginning.
2. Dancing: Latin dance learning: learned about the history of
some dances and practiced the steps.
3. Geography: Where are French, German and Spanish spoken
(what is la Francophonie)? Put a pin on a map.
4. Did You Know? Cultural and historical information/anecdotes
that need to be matched with the country/ language.
5. True or false? Benefits of learning a foreign language
(cognitive, social, in working environment, etc.)
6. Kahoot game on the content presented throughout the
evening (What did you learn tonight?). The participants worked
in groups (by table) and answered electronically (on their
smartphones). Each participant at the winning table received an
FGCU gift card (max. 6 participants per table).

} Attendance
The event took place in SHRM 111 and attendance matched the
size of the room and the type of activities planned.

B. PLANTING THE SEEDS OF THE FUTURE:
THE COALITION OF IMMOKALEE WORKERS

This event included three main segments. Firstly, there was a photo
exhibit with artwork provided by Lisette Morales, a photographer
based in Bonita Springs who has been working in Southwest
Florida for several years. Her pictures, which mainly portray
Immokalee residents, were distributed around the room, to give
the guests the opportunity to enjoy and visually understand who
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Planting the Seeds of the Future:
The Coalition of Immokalee Workers

those residents are. Secondly, we provided a ten-minute preview
of the documentary Planting the Seeds of the Future: Harvesting
the Story of Immokalee Workers produced by Francesco Masala,
instructor of Spanish at Florida Gulf Coast University (FGCU). The
project, which was fully funded by the university, aimed to create
a new partnership between FGCU and the CIW. The final segment
of the event was a panel discussion with two members of the CIW
in which they provided information about who they are and their
projects that focus not only on Southwest Florida, but also all over
the United States. Additionally, two FGCU students, members of
the Student/Farmworker Alliance (branch of the CIW) joined the
conversation and gave details about how other students can get
involved on campus to help spread the word about the important
work of the CIW in this region.

} Objectives and benefits:
The objectives of this event (listed below) were successfully
achieved:
1. To celebrate Hispanic Heritage Month with our FGCU peers
by introducing an organization that has been working with and
helping the Hispanic community for almost thirty years.
2. To encourage more students as well as faculty and staff
members to get involved with the organization and offer their
expertise volunteering for one of the most important non-profit
coalitions in the region.
3. To understand the importance of the CIW, which works daily
with a very important community residing in Southwest Florida
that, in many cases, does not receive the attention deserved.
4. To support the FGCU vision, which is based on educating
students to “be well prepared for productive lives as civically
engaged and environmentally conscious with successful careers,
ready to pursue further education.”
5. To support the FGCU mission, which focuses on “prepar[ing]
students for gainful employment and successful lives as
responsible, productive and engaged students” as well as
“promot[ing] and practic[ing] environmental sustainability,
embrac[ing] diversity, nurtur[ing] community partnerships, valu[ing]
public service, encourag[ing] civic responsibility, and cultivat[ing]
habits of lifelong learning and the discovery of new knowledge.”

} Attendance:
The event took place in SRHM 111. 35 students, 12 faculty
members, and 8 members of the community in addition to the
panelists and special guests attended the event.

OPPORTUNISTIC INVESTMENT FUND continued

D. SERENADE FOR HAITI

This event was organized in commemoration of the 10th
anniversary of the earthquake that destroyed much of Haiti in
2010. The event consisted of a screening of Serenade for Haiti
followed by a community dialogue led by faculty and NGO
workers.

} Objectives and benefits:
Venezuela and Our Community:
A Conversation That Matters

C. VENEZUELA AND OUR COMMUNITY:
A CONVERSATION THAT MATTERS

This was a conversation that FGCU students enrolled in the
SPT 3100 (CRN 83208) had at the family owned Venezuelan
restaurant Fusion 212 (Miromar Outlets) with Gabriela Bellorin,
owner of the restaurant and Venezuelan national. The discussion
focused on the factors that caused Venezuela’s sociopolitical
and humanitarian crisis, and the way it has impacted people in
Venezuela and Florida. Ms. Bellorin, who worked as an attorney
in Caracas, moved to Florida with members of her family
three years ago as a result of the crisis and an increasingly
dangerous environment. Ms. Bellorin collaborated with the
Foreign Languages division for the event, “Venezuela Today:
Understanding the Crisis,” a very successful event that took place
on campus in April 2019, and agreed to meet with our students
to discuss the importance of knowing about Venezuela’s
situation and the way it has affected not only Venezuelans, but
also our community. For the discussion, students prepared by
completing assigned readings and writing follow-up questions.
This was a continuation of a lesson on Venezuela that took place
on Monday, October 14 on campus.

} Objectives and benefits:
The objectives of this event (listed below) were successfully
achieved:
1. To help the students gain a deeper understanding of the
issues behind the current sociopolitical situation in Venezuela
and how they affect our community.
2. To help the students make connections between the material
covered in class and the topics discussed with Ms. Bellorin.
3. To encourage students to learn more about the Hispanic
community in the SWFL area.

} Attendance:
The meetings took place in the outdoor seating area of the
restaurant Fusion 212, at Miromar Outlets. All the students
enrolled in the course attended (13).

The objectives of this event (listed below) were successfully
achieved:
1. To provide the audience with the opportunity to shed light on
the complex history and culture of Haiti and its ties with France.
2. To inform the
audience about the
situation in Haiti
before and after the
earthquake of 2010.
3. To share Haitian
food that allowed
the audience to see
Haitians as more than
victims, as a people
with a rich culture that
has much to share.

} Attendance:
The event took place
at the Cohen Center
(room 247). The
room was nearly full
(approximately 70
people). Students,
staff, faculty and
members of the Haitian community were in attendance. Etienne
Juniace, French teacher at Barron Collier High School, brought a
group of her students.

E. VIRTUAL HIKE FOR HAITI CHALLENGE

This event was the second one organized in commemoration
of the 10th anniversary of the earthquake that destroyed much
of Haiti in 2010. After having shown Serenade for Haiti to
encourage FGCU students to reflect on the crisis in Haiti and
foster a better appreciation for Haitian culture on our campus,
FGCU’s Language Department organized a Hike for Haiti
Challenge to show solidarity with children who walk 10 miles
every day just to get to school.
REVISED PROPOSAL: In light of the need to teach remotely and
maintain social distance, this event was changed into a Virtual
Hike. Participants were encouraged to release stress by going for
a walk, running or working out. This revised initiative offers a way
to take a breath, stay hopeful, and help one another. An award
ceremony and celebration of Haitian culture will take place in
the fall 2020, once campus reopens and group gatherings are
allowed.
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OPPORTUNISTIC INVESTMENT FUND continued
VIRTUAL HIKE FOR HAITI CHALLENGE continued

} Objectives and benefits:
The objectives of this event (listed below) were successfully
achieved:
1. To provide a formative and impactful service-learning
experience for students enrolled in FRE 3410 French Advanced
Oral Expression class, since this project allowed students to
develop lifelong learning habits and acquire transferable skills,
particularly those related to event organizing, fundraising, and
cross-cultural communication.
2. To enable students to research and reflect on the 2010
Haitian earthquake and on the current conditions in Haiti.
3. To encourage students to be actively engaged in developing
their intercultural knowledge and communicative skills.
4. To help students understand their own potential to make a
change and to encourage others to do the same as they raise
much-needed funds for education initiatives in Haiti.
5. To develop a successful social media campaign.

} Outcome:
The FGCU team of 40 members raised $2,191.

F. EURO DANCE PARTY

This was a German-European-style dance party that took place
on campus (Cohen Center 214). One of the student members
of the German Club performed as DJ, playing German and
other European music.

} Objectives and benefits:
The objectives of this event were successfully achieved:
1. To provide students with the opportunity to explore aspects
of the German culture.
2. To expose students to German and European music.
3. To celebrate the end of the semester in a safe, relaxed, fun,
and welcoming environment.

} Attendance:
Approximately 20
students attended
the event in Cohen
Center 214.

SEIDLER INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL

T

he 2020 Seidler International Film Festival
consisted of the screening of three foreign films
(one in Spanish, one in French, one in German) and
a documentary Voices Boricuas, by Dr. Jon Braddy
and Gunnar Gibson.

} Objectives and Benefits:

The Seidler International Film Festival was created as
an initiative to encourage students and members of
the community to keep learning about other cultures,
explore different aspects of our society, and embrace
diversity. It has created a tradition in which, no matter the
language, people get together to appreciate and learn
about culture through films to which they can relate. The
films introduce the audience to topics such as gender,
sexuality, race, and migration, among others, which are
relevant in understanding humankind and today’s society.
The Seidler International Film Festival aligns with FGCU’s
mission of embracing diversity and cultivating habits of
lifelong learning, while helping promote global awareness
and intercultural dialogue. At our closing night, we had the
opportunity to host guest Felix Fernández-Rodríguez, from
the Arecibo Observatory in Puerto Rico.

} Budget and Expenses:
In the summer of 2019, a proposal for the renewal of the
Seidler Funds for the academic year 2019-2020
was
approved with a budget of $5,000. A detailed list of
expenses is shown below:
Movies. . . . . . . . . French ($785) . . . . . . . . . . .  $1,861.97
German ($250)
Spanish ($826.97)
Opening . . . . . . . Catering services. . . . . . . . .  $479.24
reception
(Chartwells)
Closing. . . . . . . . . Catering services. . . . . . . . .  $678.87
reception
(Chartwells)
TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $3,020.08
Funds requested: $5,000 / Funds spent:$3,020.08
Amount left: $1,979.92
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Originally, the organizing committee planned to show a total
of seven films (two of each language and one documentary
directed by Dr. Jon Braddy and Gunnar Gibson); however,
it was decided to show only one film per language based
on the feedback given by students and faculty members,
who suggested that showing seven films might decrease
attendance at each film. The movies shown were:
• El Candidato (Argentina, 2016)
• Tazzeka (France/Morocco, 2018)
• Never Look Away (Germany, 2018)
• Voices Boricuas (USA, 2020)
The second French film and the second Spanish film were not
shown and were filed in the Department of Language and
Literature’s small film library. Only one German film was purchased.

} Attendance:
This year, the organizing committee decided to continue
having the Seidler Film Festival on campus instead of the
Sugden Welcome Center in hopes of continuing to increase the
attendance (as it was done last year). The room allotted (Reed
237) was the only one available for this type of event on the
dates requested. The room is spacious and provides the setting
for a film screening; however, the audio system in the room
was not working properly and one of the movies (Never Look
Away, on February 17th) had to be shown in a different location
due to last-minute technical problems. Unfortunately, after the
first screening, attendance decreased significantly (feedback
pointed at the room as one of the main reasons). Attendance
of the screenings, per night:

} Conclusion and Future Projects
The academic year 2019-2020 was a very successful year for
the Foreign Languages Division, even though our events and
courses were directly affected by the COVID-19 pandemic
in mid-March. Unfortunately, due to the pandemic, no more
events could be planned to take place on campus, but we
hope to continue working on cultural initiatives in the coming
academic year. Having the financial and professional support
of the College of Arts and Sciences has helped the faculty at
the Foreign Languages Division create, develop, and organize
successful and original academic and cultural events that
bring together students, faculty, staff, and members of the
community. We are hoping to continue developing new ideas
(as soon as on-campus events are allowed), bringing positive
attention to the College of Arts and Sciences, and encouraging
students to get involved with our events and the community.
We are also hoping these events have a positive impact on the
language courses’ enrollments by enhancing students’ interest
in foreign languages and cultures.

LEFT: *The numbers shown for 2019 are based on the average attendance of both nights (two films per language were screened in 2019).
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THE ART GALLERY

T

he FGCU Art Galleries continue to push the boundaries
of programming within their exhibitions thanks to
the substantial funding they receive from the Seidler
Gift. We are continuing to develop new ways to
deliver content at the FGCU Art Galleries and thank you again
for your support. We had a successful year despite the issues
surrounding COVID-19.
Our season started off well with a Seidler Research Grant
supporting our Permanent Collection exhibition entitled Open
to Interpretation. We then had nationally known political artist
Enrique Chagoya’s exhibition, Everyone is an Alienigeno
followed by our alumni exhibition Nosotros and Andy Owen’s
steamroller prints of Life and Death of a Coral Reef.
One of the highlights of the year was the exhibtion Presence:
Ran Adler. There were multiple opportunities to engage
the community, campus and art students. We had great
collaborations with the Jazz Ensemble, FGCU Theatre, Student
Internships, Tom Hall’s Public Art Lecture, Studio Visits, and more.
Gulfshore Life featured Ran Adler with an Issuu magazine article.

} Gulfshore Life, March 2020, The Art of Nature link:
https://issuu.com/gulfshorelife/docs/gl_april20.2/116?fbclid=
IwAR3U53Et1mXnKVD0Z4LE6sgeO11yiLLeX3Qx7joqhPPw5k6rdOk-UiGnrE
We are also very excited to add Ran Adler’s Medallion to
our collection. As a follow up to our conversations about the
permanent collection and its care, we did receive the CAP
(Collections Assessment for Preservation Program) Grant. We
have begun the process of reporting to two assessors on the
FGCU Permanent Collection and they are planning on being
here in August 2021 to review how we care for the collection
and make recommendations as we grow.
We transitioned to work online in March 2020 and had a
successful online exhibition of student works for the Student
Juried Exhibition and moved the Spring semester’s Senior
Projects exhibitions to August 2020 to celebrate them when we
returned in the Fall.

F

GCU was granted a special opportunity during
2019-20 to secure a loan of artifacts from the
Ravensbruck concentration camp for a special
exhibit. With travel support from the Seidler Gift, in
October 2019, five students from the Wilson G. Bradshaw
Library’s Archives, Special Collections, and Digital Initiatives
team accompanied Director Melissa VandeBurgt to the
Ravensbrück Memorial Site in Germany on a research and
fact-finding mission aimed at faithfully recounting the stories
of the women and children who survived Ravensbrück
concentration camp.
From there, the team traced the steps of the survivors all
the way to Malmö Harbor in Sweden, the place where
they found freedom. The team’s journey culminated in
the inclusion of many of the survivors’ personal effects
in our Spring 2020 exhibition, To Life: The Liberation of
Ravensbrück. The research trip was made possible due to
the generosity of the Seidler Fund and the FGCU College of
Arts and Sciences. The full story of the trip and exhibit are
documented online at https://www.fgcu.edu/tolifeexhibit/.
Although the public viewing of the exhibit in Spring 2020
was limited due to COVID, the team was able to successfully
complete the research trip and to mount a very effective and
moving display in the Bradshaw Library’s special collections
area.
Lund, Sweden: October 15-19, 2019

At the Archives

Lund University Archives

Selecting Artifacts

Wanda’s Mirror

} Student Juried Exhibition online link:
https://issuu.com/floridagulfcoastuniversityartgaller/
docs/22nd_annual_juried_archive_pdf

Ran Adler
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Charlotte’s Web

The Importance of Being Earnest

Water Stories

THE ART AND THEATRE PROGRAMS

D

uring the 2019-20 academic year, the Art Program
continued to use funds from the Seidler Gift to
increase student exposure to essential contemporary
art experiences, develop professional design
projects to enhance student portfolios, and support exceptional
art majors as they advance towards graduation.
With support from the Seidler Fund, the theatre program
staged three productions during 2019-20; a fourth, scheduled
for April 2020, had to be canceled due to COVID.
Mystery Cycles, adapted and directed by Barry Cavin, is a
contemporary retelling of three of the Mystery Cycle plays that
were common fare in medieval times. Dr. Cavin’s adaptation
modifies the storyline to be more meaningful to modern
audiences, yet keeps much of the original plays intact –
including the use of Old English by the actors.
Water Stories was a collaboration between the Creating New

Theater class and student in the FGCU Composer’s Guild. With
direction from Gerritt VanderMeer, this collaboration created and
staged a series of short pieces exploring our connection with water.
The third production that made it to the stage was a restaging
of Oscar Wilde’s classic The Importance of Being Earnest.
Directed by Dan Bacalzo, this production – in addition to
being a timeless audience-pleaser – gave students important
experience in broadening their repertoire.
The theatre students were rehearsing for a fourth production,
an adaptation of Charlotte’s Web, directed by Anne Carncross,
when COVID restrictions made it impossible to stage the show.
For direct support to talented students, the Theatre Program
also used a portion of allocated Seidler funds for retention
scholarships for outstanding junior theatre majors. Aimee
Greco, Nathanael Tria, and Esther Zuercher received $1,000 per
semester for the 2019-2020 academic year.
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Art Basel Miami Beach (Pre-Covid)

ART AND DESIGN

D

uring the 2019-20 academic year, the Art and
Design Program continued to use funds from the
Seidler Benefaction to increase student exposure to
contemporary art and artists, develop professional
design projects to enhance student portfolios, and support
exceptional art and design majors as they advance towards
graduation. The success of these activities provided powerful
and positive experiences in a year marked by the growing
threat of the Covid-19 pandemic.
The art program’s most ambitious project connected to the
Seidler Benefaction is a biannual trip to New York City for six
very intense days of museums, galleries, sightseeing and lifealtering learning. In August 2019, faculty members Morgan
Paine and Mary Voytek led a group of nine students carefully
selected through a competitive process on the adventure
of a lifetime in this art-focused city, including visits to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Met Breuer, the Brooklyn
Museum, and the Guggenheim Museum as well as the Highline,
the Brooklyn Botanical Gardens, Central Park, and the 9/11
Memorial. Evenings were filled with after-hours museum tours,
open-top bus rides, the Blue Man Group, and a special visit to
Taiyaki NYC for world-famous Asian ice cream.
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On Dec. 7, 2019, the art program hosted a 55-seat bus trip to
Art Basel Miami Beach and Design Miami, the largest exhibition
of contemporary art and design in the United States. Funding
was used for chartering the bus, and for entry tickets to the
extensive exhibitions in the Miami Beach Convention Center
and the adjacent Design Miami venue. The students were
thrilled at the invaluable opportunity to view internationalquality modern and contemporary art works. In the Digital
Media Design Workshop class students created large-format
designs for canvas banners, and a juried selection of these
designs were professionally printed and displayed in the Arts
Complex Courtyard during the academic year.
2019-20 was the third year of our very successful Rising Star
Scholarship Program, a $1,500 grant used to encourage
“mid-career” students as they move into and through their
upper-level course work. The faculty committee selected art
majors Farrah Alkhadra and Bethany Eskridge, as well as two
art students in the digital media design concentration, Darrel
Nicklow and Aracelly Peralta. Throughout the year these
students serve as exemplars and mentors as they strive for
excellence in their chosen fields of art and design.

CREATIVE WRITING

D

uring 2019-20, faculty in the creative writing
discipline at FGCU used a block grant of Seidler
funding to present a series of events aimed at
encouraging students to become more aware
and involved in creative writing as a field of study and as a
profession.

we stepped off the island and joined these popular conference
regulars for readings and signings. About 70 people attended
the Nov. 5, 2019 event where John Dufresne and Denise
Duhamel were featured speakers. Another 75 attended the
Nov. 13, 2019 event with featured readers Lynne Barrett and
Michele Fievre.

} Storytelling SLAM

} Storytelling SLAM

Local storytellers and FGCU’s own faculty, staff and students
gathered for a delightful evening of storytelling. Stories ran
5 to 7 minutes each, as each teller spun a story related to the
evening’s theme. Approximately 30 people attended the “Open
to Interpretation” event held Sept. 24, 2019, in the Wasmer Art
Gallery.

Local storytellers and FGCU’s own faculty, staff and students
gathered for a delightful evening of storytelling. Stories ran
5 to 7 minutes each, as each teller spun a story related to the
evening’s theme. Approximately 40 people attended the “Alien”
event held Nov. 6, 2019, in the Wasmer Art Gallery.

} Samuel Pepys Reading Series & Open Mic
The Samuel Pepys Reading Series featured local, national,
and world-renowned literary figures. Hosted by FGCU’s Jesse
Millner and the Creative Writing Club, an open mic followed
the featured reader. Poet Jim Gustafson read in the first of this
season’s series readers. Some 50 people attended the Oct. 17,
2019 event.

} Professional Storytellers Series
The Professional Storytellers Series featured world-class
storytellers speaking on a variety of topics. It was hosted by Dr.
Joel Ying, president of the Florida Storytellers Association, and
FGCU’s Lori Cornelius. Our first program of the season’s series
was historical storytelling at its best. Through story and song,
master storyteller Sheila Arnold shared about local waterways
that were part of the Underground Railroad. Roughly 70 people
attended the Oct. 23, 2019 event, “Locks Opened: Waterways
to Freedom.”

} Professional Storytellers Series
Sheila Arnold hosted a second storytelling event where she
shared how to use the oldest stories as vehicles for awareness
and change. Some 45 people attended the Oct. 24, 2019 event,
“Folktales, Fairytales and Social Justice.”

} Storytelling Circle
Story-telling and story-listening create connection, fortify
friendships, and build bonds. Stories touch hearts, open minds,
or just share the joy of laughter. Tell or listen. Discover the
power to connect through stories. About 35 people attended
this new initiative hosted by Dr. Joel Ying, MD, on Dec. 6, 2019.

} Fireside Reading
Dr. Fiona Tolhurst and professors Lori Cornelius and Jesse
Millner read original poems and prose. S’mores and cocoa
were served to some 25 people at this Feb. 7, 2020 event held
at the North Lake Fire Pits.

} Professional Storytellers Series
In 1958, Jim Gregory by chance sat at a lunch counter just
before a sit-in. His arrest as an accomplice awakened him
to injustice. He recounted his experience of the Civil Rights
Movement in this story, “The Hanging of Tom Brown: An
Odyssey into the 1960’s Civil Rights Movement.” About 100
people turned out.

} Professional Storytellers Series

The launch of our 16th edition of Mangrove Review celebrated
our featured contributors and supporters of Mangrove Review.
The evening included readings, food, and free copies of
Mangrove Review. About 60 people attended the Oct. 29,
2019 event.

Sue O’Halloran’s stories take us on a journey from her front
porch on the south side of Chicago to the wider world of
international refugee crises and big city racial politics. Through
humorous, touching and thought-provoking original stories,
Sue will led us to celebrate our less-than-perfect families, our
own uncertain attempts to make a difference and moments
from our country’s history of which we can be proud and
about which we so rarely hear. The event, “ho Gets to Call This
Home?,” took place Feb. 26, 2020 in the Wasmer Art Gallery.
About 45 people attended.

} Fireside Readings

} Eminent Scholar Series

Fireside Readings paired FGCU faculty members and students
for an evening of reading by the fire. Sporting flannel and
enjoying hot chocolate, apple cider, and some fall treats,
about 40 people turned out for the Nov. 1, 2019 event as
faculty member Stephen Cavitt read alongside student Caylee
Weintraub.

Award-winning poet and memoirist Brian Turner presented a
public reading and discussion of the complexities of crafting
art from memories of war at this talk held Feb. 26, 2020, with an
audience of about 70.

} Mangrove Review Launch Party

} Off The Island - Reading
The Sanibel Island Writers Conference returned in 2020
following the completion of BIG ARTS’ renovation. This year,

} Professional Storytellers Series
Master storyteller, Bil Lepp, was scheduled to talk March 18,
2020, about the art of humor, but the event was canceled
because of the pandemic.
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